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2019 YEAR
IN REVIEW
Looking forward to 2020, we can be
proud of what was accomplished during
the previous 12 months. As 2019 comes to
a close, the Diamond District Monthly has
compiled a special 4-page spread to offer
a comprehensive look back at this past year
to see the steady march of progress as we
begin making headway towards the future.
Continued on page 12

SAVE THE DATE:

DIAMOND DISTRICT PARTNERSHIP
ANNUAL MEETING
Thursday December 5, 2019, 9:00 A .M.
at the Diamond Dealers Club, 50 W. 47TH Street

WHAT’S INSIDE
In the News, pg. 4; Industry Spotlight, pg. 7; Market Trends pg. 8;
Small Business pg. 11; Diamond District Partnership News, pg. 12;
Crime Report, pg 18
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LETTER FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear Friends,
Looking ahead to a new year, I’m proud of what we’ve
accomplished in the past 12 months. I recommend you take a
walk along 47th Street to experience the gaining momentum
of our steady march of progress.
Brand new light poles and mailboxes, freshly painted fire
hydrants, the removal of our filthy, unused payphones, pressure
washing grime from our subway stations… these are just a few
of the most apparent results from our yearlong Streetscape
Improvement Project.
The first phase of the Streetscape Improvement Project
consisted of minor, obvious upgrades necessary to clear the
way for faster, more substantial growth. Most of these minor
upgrades centered on ways to minimize surface blight such as dirt, debris, and graffiti, and
minimizing spaces and places where these may proliferate.
A significant aspect of this phase was to establish relationships with local government officials
and city agencies who understood the value of an inviting, well-functioning Diamond District.
New York City is fortunate to have a great many hard-working and extremely effective individuals
working behind the scenes. Their dedication and knowledge were invaluable to our efforts this
past year and will continue to be as we move forward.
Our good fortune applies closer to home as well. Members of the Diamond District Partnership
Board are as hard-working as they are resourceful. They love this district and this industry.
The time and energy they volunteer for the benefit of the Diamond District is considerable
and the gratitude they are due is incalculable.
For a full view of this past year’s progress, take a look at the Diamond District Partnership 2019
Year in Review starting on page 12. For a first look at what’s in store for 2020, I invite you to keep
reading each monthly edition of the Diamond District Monthly. And remember to take a walk
down 47th Street every now and then. You just might be amazed at how much progress you see.
Get used to it.
Warm regards,

Avi Fertig

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Executive Committee

Diamond District Partnership
580 5th Ave, New York, NY 10036
(212) 302-5739
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In the News

IN THE NEWS
Demolition Accident Knocks Down
Minnesota Jewelry Manufacturer

production to prevent gold from pitting. “We
cannot produce jewelry until this is fixed,” said
Paulsen.
SOURCE:

Mesabi Daily News; INSTORE

Tiffany’s & Co. to LVMH:
$140 or Bust

Minnesota Jewelry manufacturer off line after building collapse Courtesy
of Mark Sauer and www.virginmn.com

Strellman’s Dramatic Jewelry, a jewelry
manufacturer in Virginia, Minnesota, announced
that it is temporarily out of commission following a wall collapse resulting from a nearby
demolition. The company makes jewelry for
over 300 U.S. retailers.
According to the Mesabi Daily News,
Strellman’s owners, Jim and Julianne Paulsen,
saw the accident happen. Their store, Rocks
the Jewelers, was mainly unaffected aside
from several slight stress fractures in its walls.
Strellman’s manufacturing facility, located in

Tiffany & Co. wants French luxury conglomerate LVMH Moët Hennessy – Louis Vuitton to
increase its acquisition offer, Reuters reports.
Tiffany’s sees the original $14.5B offer as too low.
LVMH recently made an offer of $120 per
share, or about $14.5 billion, in a bid to grow its
U.S. presence. Sources have said the Tiffany’s
board is looking for a price of $140 per share,
according to Reuters. The company is known

another building, was severely damaged when

for brands including Louis Vuitton, Chaumet

bricks and other debris crashed through its

and TAG Heuer. New York-based Tiffany runs

roof partially collapsing the facility’s ceiling.

about 300 retail stores worldwide.

The timing is especially unfortunate consid-

Citing unnamed sources, Reuters reports

ering the more than 300 U.S. retailers waiting

that Tiffany is willing to “open its books and

for Christmas orders, Paulsen told reporters.

provide confidential due diligence” if the offer

A significant challenge to restoring production is the substantial accumulation of dust
in the factory area. Wax molds used to make

goes higher. LVMH is said to be considering
making a new offer.
SOURCE:

Reuters

the jewelry must be perfectly clean during
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Cartier Bracelet Sale Soars Past
Sotheby’s High Estimate

Dazzling Reds & Blues Expected
to Top the Block at Sotheby’s
December Auction

Image courtesy of Sothebys

A bidding war at the Sotheby’s Geneva
auction led to a sale at double the high
estimate for a sapphire and diamond bracelet.
Created by Cartier in 1927, the Art Deco
bracelet contains a 47.07-carat, royal-blue
Burmese sapphire center stone with high
clarity, cut in a cabochon shape and flanked
by two pear-shaped white diamonds weighing
9.27 carats and 8.60 carats.
The high estimate for the bracelet was
$3 million; it sold for $6.1 million, the highest
value sale at the Magnificent Jewels and Noble
Jewels sale this past November.
“With its sensational ‘sugar loaf’ Burmese
sapphire and powerful geometric design,
the Cartier bracelet that led tonight’s sale
was a true masterpiece, among the most
important Art Deco pieces we’ve ever handled,”
said David Bennett, worldwide chairman of
Sotheby’s jewelry division.
SOURCE:

Rapaport

The Indian Blue and fancy red diamond rings. Images courtesy of Sotheby’s

Sotheby’s annual preholiday Magnificent
Jewels sale in New York City scheduled for
December 10th will feature a dazzling array of
colorful treasures.
The ring is known as “The Indian Blue” for
the breathtaking 7.55 ct. deep grayish-blue
center diamond. According to Sotheby’s, the
cushion-cut, type IIb, SI2-clarity stone displays
a red phosphorescence previously seen in
iconic stones such as the Hope Diamond from
India’s Golconda mine, or the Blue Moon from
South Africa.
According to Gemological Institute of
America, [the diamond] is “A rarity of nature
and product of human ingenuity.” The Indian
Blue is estimated to sell for between $6 million
and $8 million.
Another significant offering with an extremely rare center stone is a 1.38 ct. fancy
cushion-cut red diamond ring expected to
fetch $1.8 million–$2.8 million. Its valuable is
derived from its red color, an extreme rarity
Continued on page 6
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In the News

Continued from page 5

jewelry with credit extended through MBNB

found in approximately 0.01% of the diamonds

Financial for credit. According to the criminal

unearthed historically.

complaint, Ramil Abalkhad neglected to provide

SOURCE:

Sotheby’s; Rapaport, JCK

legally required disclosures about monthly payments, interest rates and other credit terms.
The Abalkhads used debt collectors falsely

Court Orders Jeweler to Pay $16,000
to Military Families He Scammed

posing as attorneys to harass servicemembers
who fell behind on their payments, including
illegally threatening them with court martial and
other military disciplinary actions.
The California Department of Justice
filed a 14-count felony complaint charging
the Abalkhads with conspiracy to violate the
Unruh Act, which protects consumers who
buy goods or services on credit, and the
Rosenthal Fair Debt Collection Practices Act,
which protects Californians against unlawful
debt collection practices.

Image courtesy of ABC

A Los Angeles Superior Court judge ordered

Ramil Abalkhad has been sentenced to
three years of felony probation, which includes

a California jeweler to pay restitution for a

serving 90 days in jail. Melina Abalkhad was

scheme targeting military families. Ramil Ab-

sentenced to complete a misdemeanor diversion

alkhad, owner of Romano’s Jewelers, and Melina

program for her role in operating Romano’s

Abalkhad, owner of MBNB Financial Inc., to pay

Jewelers affiliate MBNB Financial.

the victims $16,440.56 by May 4, 2020.
“Individuals who participate in despicable

The defendants were also be ordered to
cancel outstanding MBNB debts owed by

crimes by targeting our young men and women

the victims and to remove any negative

in uniform will pay the price,” said California

credit reporting by MBNB from the victims’

Attorney General Xavier Becerra. “We hope

credit history.

today’s announcement brings healing and
closure to the victims of this scheme. Our office

SOURCE:

San Diego Tribune; INSTORE

will continue to protect all Californians from all
types of fraud – large or small. The California
Department of Justice will always have the
backs of our military families.”
The Abalkhads allegedly encouraged
targeted young Marines and sailors to purchase

6
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In theSpotlight
News
Industry

JVC Releases Diamond Supply Chain Protection Kit
For many years, many in the jewelry industry have been discussing
the possibility of undisclosed laboratory-grown diamonds entering the
diamond supply chain. Those at the end of the supply chain (such as
retailers) have sometimes felt like they didn’t have the tools to speak with their suppliers and
ask for assurances that the products they were purchasing were actually what the suppliers
held them out to be.
Based on some of these conversations with retailers, JVC has created a new product that
would help retailers protect their natural and laboratory-grown diamond supply chains.
JVC’s new Diamond Supply Chain Protection Kit, generously sponsored by SGL Labs and
the 2019 JCK Industry Fund, provides clarity to retailers about natural and laboratory-grown
diamonds. In the kit are: a handout that breaks down the exact wording you can and can’t use
when advertising natural and laboratory-grown diamond advertising in print and online, and two
Supplier Code of Conduct and Disclosure Agreement templates – one for companies that use natural
diamonds only and another for companies that use natural and laboratory-grown diamonds.
Retailers can use these agreements as a tool during negotiations with new vendors or can
personalize them to use with existing suppliers to ensure they secure solid assurances that the
goods accepted into the supply chain are as represented.
JVC intends that retailers should use the handout to educate sales and marketing staff and
help them understand the complex guidance regarding natural and laboratory-grown diamond
marketing in the Federal Trade Commission Jewelry Guides. Retailers can use the templates to
begin the conversation with their suppliers about the frequency of testing, the machinery
suppliers are using to test, and what assurances they can expect to receive.
The Diamond Supply Chain Protection Kit is FREE to all. Anyone can download this industry
resource at: https://jvclegal.org/protecting-your-jewelry-supply-chain/
SOURCE: Jewelers Vigilance Committee

Rapaport Reassures Dealers
at Diamond Dealers Club Lecture
According to Martin Rapaport, the chairman of Rapaport Corp, the
dazzling role diamond dealers play in the diamond trade has yet to dim.
The problem he says is that many don’t realize that it’s an evolving role
that may be hard to see or fully grasp. Rapaport undertook to clarify
Continued on page 10
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Market Trends

FORGET SIZE.
COUPLES WANT TO CUSTOMIZE
Couples buying engagement rings increasingly place personalization,
cost, and quality before diamond size.
A survey of over 21,000 engaged or recently married couples
conducted by wedding-planning resource The Knot found nearly
45% of engagement rings contain custom-designed elements.
While 83% of rings still feature a colorless diamond center stone,
one in 10 couples report their choice of less conventional materials
gems such as moissanite or sapphire.
“Couples are tossing and twisting engagement traditions like never
before, whether choosing to propose on top of a mountain in private
or at the location of their first date in front of family and friends,” said Kristen Maxwell Cooper, The Knot’s editor in chief.
According to a recent article in Rapaport News, “The national average outlay for an engagement ring rose 4% to $5,900.
The average outlay cited last February in a previous report from The Knot was $5,680. According to this report, one in three
brides-to-be said Yes on a ring valued between $1,000 to $4,000.
The total diamond weight of almost half of engagement rings was no more than one to two carats; one in four exceeded two
carats. Also, nearly 50% featured a round stone; 14% an oval stone; 9% chose princess cuts, and 5% featured either cushion cuts
or pear-shaped stones.
A cautionary statistic for the natural diamond trade is that 15% among brides-to-be cited a preference for a lab-grown stone,
presumably due to growing perceptions that a synthetic diamond is the more ethical choice.
The Knot survey found that 40% of couples preferred purchasing their rings at a local independent jewelry retailer, while 30%
from a national or regional jewelry chain.
SOURCE: Rapaport; The Knot

BRAND INTIMACY STUDY:
CUSTOMERS STILL LOVING
THEIR LUXURY JEWELERS
A new study measuring “brand intimacy” named Rolex, Cartier
and Tiffany & Co. as the top three brands, first, second and third,
respectively, ranked by customers for their emotional connection.
Brand intimacy is a measure of emotional attachment consumers feel
towards specific brands; the information allows companies to target
specific customer segments more efficiently and cost-effectively.
The study conducted by brand-intimacy agency MBLM and Praxis
Research found these three jewelry brands fairing higher that Chanel,
Jaguar, Louis Vuitton and Gucci, as well as the other fashion and automotive brands in the luxury segment’s top 10. Rolex rose to
first place from third, Cartier from fourth to second, and Tiffany from seventh to third.
Consumers earning more than $100,000, most of all men over the age of 35, named Rolex as most popular. Tiffany rated
highest for luxury brand with the strongest emotional connection to consumers with incomes under $100,000 who associated
the brand with indulgence, pampering and gratification. More women selected Chanel as their top brand; among millennials, the
leading brand was Gucci.
The researchers surveyed 6,200 consumers between ages of 18 and 64 and an annual household income of $35,000 or more.
Respondents were based in the US, Mexico and the UAE. Aside from luxury, data was collected on 15 industry segments, including
entertainment, which took the top spot, media, technology and telecommunications, consumer goods, fast food and travel.
8
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A surprising find was the slight decrease in brand intimacy for luxury products, ranking 14th of the 15 segments, down
from 13th in 2018. “Luxury fell in our 2019 rankings, which continues to be a surprising finding because of the prestige and value
of these time-honored brands,” said MBLM managing partner Mario Natarelli. “We believe that the brands in this industry will
strongly benefit from shifting their focus and appealing to consumers’ emotions more.”
However, a sense of loyalty and connection remain important to luxury brands’ consumers. According to MBLM, consumers
who retain emotional bonds to specific brands view them as an important part of their identity, and more inclined to pay
a premium.

GEN X GOES BIG THIS HOLIDAY SEASON.
MILLENNIALS HAVE A SENIOR MOMENT

We don’t hear much from Generation X these days. Or do we?
The oft-overshadowed demographic cohort following the baby boomers, born between the mid 1960s to the mid 1980s just
may be this year’s biggest holiday spenders, according to the 2019 Holiday Purchase Intentions Survey from the NPD Group.
NPD found that Gen X-ers, who are typically between the ages of 39 and 54, plan to spend an average of $817 this season,
far exceeding baby boomers or millennials. According to the study, 68% of Gen X-ers report plans to splurge on clothing and
accessories; 51% plan to do some shopping at national brick and mortar retailers; 77% will browse online retailers; and nearly
one-fifth will begin their holiday shopping on Black Friday, the day after Thanksgiving.
Baby boomer consumers, who range in age from 55 to 73, draw a distant second for planned purchases compared to Gen
X-ers, averaging $753. According to NPD data, with the highest percentage of all other generations, boomers plan to begin
holiday shopping before the Black Friday frenzy; 24% of boomers are likely to shop department stores, of which 27% say will
be national chains.
Millennials, the generation born between the mid-1980s to early 2000s, are most likely to stay home—seeking deals and
deep discounts online; the majority plan to spend an average of $724. Known for their appreciation of irony, millennials may
be pleased to learn their shared commonality with members of the “silent generation,” age 74 and up, who plan to spend $723,
a hair below the average millennial budget. Only half will shop online, and they are more likely to start shopping late in the
season (40%) than younger consumers.
Of particular note are the meager holiday spending plans of the much-anticipated, future spenders of Generation Z—an
average of $544. In all fairness, the oldest members of this cohort are aged just north of 22. As they get start getting jobs
and paying down their college debt, multiple studies suggest that Gen Z-ers will outspend every preceding generation.
SOURCE: Rob Bates for JCK
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Small
Industry
Business
Spotlight
Support
Continued from page 7

this idea in a well-attended address at the Diamond Dealers Club of New York this past November.
“Don’t underestimate the power of dealers,”. Rapaport told a large audience of diamond
dealers and merchants at the DDC event. “Without dealers, the industry would be kaput. I don’t
think we are appreciated enough by the mining companies. We have more power than we’re
given credit for.”
He detailed his view of the leverage dealers still have over miners and argued that industry trends
of suppliers squeezing dealers out of the supply cycle, a process he called disintermediation, is
short-sighted and damaging.
“Everyone’s supplier is trying to sell everyone’s customer,” he said, predicting that the ultimate
implementation of this trend will not end well. “If they are successful at squeezing dealers out,
there’s no more memo. And no memo, there’s no business.” The solution is for dealers to rethink
their role in the industry and exploit the turbulence.
For a full report on Rapaport’s speech at the Diamond Dealers Club, visit
www.jckonline.com/editorial-article/diamond-dealers-rapaport/
SOURCE: Rob Bates of JCK; Diamond Dealers Club

Coat and Sock Drive

Please gather new or gently used coats
and new, packaged socks for donation to
New Yorkers in need.

Drop-off Site
211 East 43rd Street, Suite 1205
Monday – Friday
10:00 A.M. – 5:00 P.M.

NOVEMBER 1 – DECEMBER 15
In partnership with

212-818-0580 | 212-788-7393 | council.nyc.gov/district-4 | @keithpowersnyc
10
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Small Business Support

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO
DETER PACKAGE THEFT
Utilizing a combination of the following tips can reduce the likelihood of thieves stealing your packages:

• Always track your shipment online.
• Choose a shipping option that requires a signature for delivery.
• S chedule packages to arrive when you are home or arrange to ship your packages to a location where a
friend, relative, trusted neighbor, or building super can accept them on your behalf.

• Ship packages to your place of employment.
• Request the delivery service hold your package for pick-up at their facility.
•U
 tilize deliveries to retailer provided lockers or carrier provided alternate drop points where you can go to
pick up your item.

•U
 tilize free services that track packages, redirect packages to convenient locations for pick-up, and request
vacation holds.

• Some shipping companies utilize tracking services which can include features such as shipping status
notifications and delivery scheduling. Check to see if these services are available in your area.

Where applicable, consider installing:

• Wi-Fi enabled cameras that provide alerts. Motion-sensor lighting.
• Package lock-boxes.
• Report suspicious persons to the police.
Source: NYPD: Crime Prevention Division
diamonddistrict.org
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DIAMOND
DISTRICT BID
TRANSFORMS
EMPTY SPACE
INTO AN ART
GALLERY

DIAM

RIBBON CUTTING
CEREMONY
CELEBRATES
DIAMOND DISTRICT
ART DISPLAY

REMEMBERING:

CLARA
INGWER

Diamond District merchants,
elected officials, ChaShaMa
artists, representatives of the
United Breast Cancer Foundation,
and members of the 47th Street
BID joined together on January
24th for a dramatic ribbon
cutting ceremony.

Matriarch of Leo Ingwer,
Inc., a fixture of the
47th Street Diamond
District since 1939, died
in December at the age
of 102.

The dusty, lonely windows of 2,
4, 6, 8, and 10 West 47th Street
sprang to life this December
with the exquisite light of an
unexpected art exhibition
arranged by Chashama.

Continued on page 7

Continued on page 14

Continued on page 14

A GREAT DEAL FOR A
FEW FOOTBALL GREATS

ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:

Is Israel’s Latest Discovery
Rarer, Harder and More
Valuable Than Diamond?

ANA-KATARINA

Adding to the daily excitement here in the
Diamond District was a December afternoon
visit from NFL Hall of Famers Michael Strahan,
Howie Long, and Terry Bradshaw.

For most, the exhilaration and danger of
being a war correspondent in war ravaged

The days of claiming that diamonds are the

Sarajevo in the early 1990s would leave little

world’s hardest natural substance seem to be

room for thoughts about graceful elegance of

Continued on page 12

over following a discovery by Israel-based

jewelry design. Ana-Katarina is unlike most.

miner, Shefa Yamim.

Continued on page 14
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DIAMOND DISTRICT PARTNERSHIP 2019:

JULY 2019

A YEAR
IN REVIEW
DIAM

After years of blocked sunlight and clogged
sidewalks, Diamond District denizens in
mid-June were thrilled to see the dark, dreary
cloud of scaffolding in front of 25-27 West 47th
Street dismantled and carted away. The transformative change provides a glimpse of what
could be when other scaffolded buildings in the
district emerge from the shadows. But what’s
with the perpetual scaffolding anyway? Well,
it’s complicated.

ELECTRICAL FIRE
IN 30 WEST 47TH
The Diamond District came to an
unexpected halt early in the afternoon
on July 30th when the brigade of
emergency vehicles at first heard
faintly in the distance made a sharp
turn onto 47th Street.
Continued on page 14

Continued on page 9

IS 3-D PRINTING THE INDUSTRY’S
NEXT BIG THING?

ANALOG WATCHES OUTSELLING
SMARTWATCHES AGAIN

3D printing is an innovative technology that
lets manufacturers or hobbyists create physical
objects from a digital model. It was developed in
the 1980s to create fast and inexpensive prototypes.
The technology has since evolved to where 3D
printing offers endless possibilities. However, the
jewelry retail trade has only recently begun to
harness the benefits of the technology.

The analog watch market hit bottom in March 1983.
Down to 600 watchmakers from a 1970 record high
of 1,600, the once-venerable Swiss watch industry was
having its clock cleaned by Japanese manufacturers
of cheap, digital quartz watches that, in less than one
decade, had nearly decimated global demand for
analog watches. Instead of winding down, the
watchmakers fought back.

Continued on page 11

Continued on page 8
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JSA (Jewelers Security Alliance) issued an
emergency “Code Red” alert throughout the
summer to warn jewelry store owners about a
dangerous trend of jewelry store robberies by
thieves that cut electric power lines to disable
store security systems.

Continued on page 14
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“POWER CUT”
ROBBERY TREND
PROMPTS JSA TO ISSUE
“CODE RED” ALERT

LOOK, UP IN THE SKY!
IT’S … THE SKY!
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According to the Jewelers’ Security Alliance (JSA),
jewelry sellers in the northeast region have reason to
remain on guard against a troubling new tactic in
jewelry store theft.
Continued on page 17
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DIAMOND DISTRICT
MOURNS THE
PASSING OF THREE
ICONIC MEMBERS

DIAMOND DISTRICT
PARTNERSHIP JOINS NYC
BUSINESS LEADERS TO OPPOSE
LEGISLATION TO INCREASE
VENDOR LICENSES AND
EASE RESTRICTIONS

The 47th Street Business Improvement
District was founded in 1997 by a
committed group of diamond and
jewelry merchants committed to
improving New York City’s legendary
Diamond District. Today, we are proud
to introduce a new beginning.

The New York Diamond District suffered
a serious blow this past month with the
passing of three iconic members of our
industry. Each was a fixture of the district
and a valued member of the diamond and
jewelry trade. Their contributions and the
lives they’ve touched are countless. They
will be missed. Their achievements will be
treasured. And their memories will never
be forgotten.

Illegal vending has long been problem
in the Diamond District. New laws that
would give unlicensed vendors free
reign in the city, especially within the
Diamond District, could prove to be a
step too far.

Continued on page 2
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MAY 2019

Continued on page 14

Continued on page 6

MAY 13 SECURITY EVENT:
TH

A SOLUTION FOR MEMO
FRAUD & DELINQUENT PAYERS?

SECURITY TECHNOLOGY SEMINAR A
VALUABLE FORUM FOR BUSINESS OWNERS

FIGHTING 21ST CENTURY CRIME
WITH 21ST CENTURY TECHNOLOGY

One of the most unique features of the diamond
industry is the practice of sending goods to retailers
and other dealers “on memo.” This practice allows
merchants to return unsold merchandise without
penalty or convert it into a purchase if and when
a buyer is found. However, every dealer should be
prepared for the inevitable memo transactions that
goes terribly wrong.

Every business owner is looking for ways to improve
security. Over 150 area merchants attended the
Diamond District Partnership Security Technology
Seminar this past May. All had the opportunity to
discuss their security issues with law enforcement
officials and discover the possibilities of 21st Century
forensic marking security technology.

Join the Diamond District Partnership at a very
important security technology seminar to discover
some of today’s latest innovations in business
security and theft prevention technology.
Continued on page 16

Continued on page 14

Continued on page 14
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Looking forward to 2020, we can be proud of what was
accomplished during the previous 12 months. As 2019 comes
to a close, the Diamond District Monthly has compiled a special
4-page spread to offer a comprehensive look back at this past
year to see the steady march of progress heading foward into
the future.

OCTOBER 2019

MEET GENERATION Z:

In the News, pg. 4; Industry Spotlight, pg. 7; Market Trends pg. 8;
Small Business pg. 11; Diamond District Partnership News, pg. 12;
Economic Trends and Analysis, pg. 16; Crime Report, pg 18

ADAM SANDLER AND
DIAMOND DISTRICT
CO-STAR IN “UNCUT GEMS”
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43-years after West 47th Street took its first closeup
in the 1976 thriller Marathon Man, the Diamond District
will grace the big screen once again as the setting for
“Uncut Gems.”
Image courtesy www.dailymail.co.uk

Continued on page 13

SAVE THE DATE:

DIAMOND DISTRICT PARTNERSHIP
ANNUAL MEETING
Thursday December 5, 2019, 9:00 A .M.
at the Diamond Dealers Club, 50 W. 47TH Street

Continued on page 12
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Looking forward to 2020, we can be
proud of what was accomplished during
the previous 12 months. As 2019 comes to
a close, the Diamond District Monthly has
compiled a special 4-page spread to offer
a comprehensive look back at this past year
to see how our slow and steady march of
progress is steadily making positive headway
toward the future.

Continued on page 13

SAVE THE DATE:

WHAT’S INSIDE

2019 YEAR
IN REVIEW

PLEASE NOTE: THE DIAMOND DISTRICT PARTNERSHIP ANNUAL
MEETING IS BEING RESCHEDULED. THE NEW DATE IS TO BE DETERMINED.

DIAMOND DISTRICT PARTNERSHIP
ANNUAL MEETING
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On October 10th, the Diamond District
Partnership was honored to host Manhattan
Borough President Gale Brewer as our guest
for a tour of the district. According to a recent
article in City & State, Gale Brewer is New York
City’s most popular elected official. But we
didn’t need a magazine article to know this.
We simply had to meet her.

Here come the millennials. And there
they go. Get ready for the next big
generation while they’re still kind of small.
Generation Z (Gen Z) ranges in age from
15 to 25. But with spending power already
an estimated $163 billion this year, they
are a market force the diamond and jewelry
industries cannot afford to ignore.

Thursday November 14, 2019, 9:00 A .M
at the Diamond Dealers Club, 50 W. 47TH Street

DIAM

47TH STREET WELCOMES
MANHATTAN BOROUGH
PRESIDENT GALE BREWER

THE ‘NEXT GREAT
JEWELRY-BUYING
GENERATION’
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RIBBON CUTTING
CEREMONY
CELEBRATES
DIAMOND DISTRICT
ART DISPLAY

REMEMBERING:

A NEW PARTNERSHIP TO BUILD
A BRIGHTER FUTURE:

CLARA
This year ushered in a new era for the 47th Street
INGWER

Old Logo

VOL. 1 04

VOL. 103

DIAM
ND
DIAM
ND
DIAMOND DISTRICT PARTNER S
BID
in the form of a new name and logo. We chose
Matriarch of Leo Ingwer,
Inc.,
a
fixture of theDistrict Partnership” to convey the
the “Diamond
47th Street Diamond
partnership
among the many who sacrifice their time,
District since 1939, died
talents,
and
in December
at energy
the age to ensure the present and secure
of 102.
the
future success of the Diamond District. Our new
Continued on page 7
logo
honors the past by featuring the Diamond
District’s iconic diamond poles standing sentry over
street that gave life to our industry. It represents
ARTISTthe
SPOTLIGHT:
the
future along a horizon that extends well into the
ANA-KATARINA
Century.
For most,21st
the exhilaration
and danger of
being a war correspondent in war ravaged

Diamond District merchants,
elected officials, ChaShaMa
artists, representatives of the
United Breast Cancer Foundation,
and members of the 47th Street
BID joined together on January
24th for a dramatic ribbon
cutting ceremony.
Continued on page 14

Is Israel’s Latest Discovery
Rarer, Harder
and More
New Logo
Valuable Than Diamond?
The days of claiming that diamonds are the

Sarajevo in the early 1990s would leave little

world’s hardest natural substance seem to be

room for thoughts about graceful elegance of

NEW LIGHT POLES ARRIVE

over following a discovery by Israel-based

jewelry design. Ana-Katarina is unlike most.

miner, Shefa Yamim.

Just in time for the holiday season, the Diamond
Continued on page 4
District Partnership facilitated the long-awaited
WHAT’S INSIDE
WHAT’S INSIDE
replacement of 47th Street’s light poles
with slender
In the News, pg. 4; Diamond District Shines Bright on Valentine’s Day at Good Day
In the News, pg. 4; Remembering Clara Ingwer, pg. 7; Industry Trends, pg. 8; Adapting to
New York, pg. 6; Industry Spotlight, pg. 7; Industry Trends, pg. 8; Crime Section,
diamonddistrict.org
Changing Workplaces: GIA Offers Employment Advice, pg. 10; Artist Spotlight: Ana-Katarina
pg 13;
Ribbon and
Cutting Ceremony
new
models
lining
the
street
between
5th
6th Inaugurates Diamond District Art Display pg. 14;
pg. 14; Crime Section, pg 19
UBCF & Diamond District Partnership Working Together For All People Impacted
by Breast Cancer, pg. 16
Avenues. The new poles are lit with LED bulbs and
feature a unique “crown” designed to draw substantially more light onto the sidewalk and street. All are
2019
SEPTEMBER 2019
anchored directly into the ground, eliminating the
old, marble-clad “cocktail tables” with their flat
surface that served as a dumping ground for garbage
and debris of all kinds. Aside from a cleaner street,
by removing these clunky marble platforms we’ve
widened the sidewalks to make 47th Street more
pleasant for pedestrians to walk, and by reducing
“POWER
CUT”
sidewalk clutter, more pleasant to see.
Continued on page 14
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ROBBERY TREND
PROMPTS JSA TO ISSUE
“CODEGOOD-BYE,
RED” ALERT PAYPHONE BOOTHS
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ELECTRICAL FIRE
IN 30 WEST 47TH
The Diamond District came to an
unexpected halt early in the afternoon
on July 30th when the brigade of
emergency vehicles at first heard
faintly in the distance made a sharp
turn onto 47th Street.

A year-long push to remove the four banks of
payphone booths anchored to the Diamond District’s
sidewalks has culminated in their removal. By doing
Continued on page 14
away with these filthy, inoperable phones, we can
Continued on page 9
already enjoy the benefits of wider sidewalks and
less visual clutter. Removing the payphones benefits
ANALOG WATCHES
OUTSELLING
everyone
that works and shops in our district. A further “POWER CUT” ROBBERIES
SMARTWATCHES AGAIN
benefit is that with the phones gone, we no longer
SPREADING TO NORTHThe analog watch market hit bottom in March 1983.
have from
to atolerate
ads for certain websites—right here EASTERN STATES
Down to 600 watchmakers
1970 record high
of 1,600, the once-venerable Swiss watch industry was
on our
street—
that compete for our customers by
having its clock cleaned
by Japanese
manufacturers
According to the Jewelers’ Security Alliance (JSA),
of cheap, digital quartz watches that, in less than one
jewelry sellers in the northeast region have reason to
promoting
negative,
provocative,
and
fictitious
decade, had nearly decimated global demand for
remain on guard against a troubling new tactic in
analog watches. Instead of winding down, the
jewelry store theft.
advertising messages.
watchmakers fought back.
JSA (Jewelers Security Alliance) issued an
emergency “Code Red” alert throughout the
summer to warn jewelry store owners about a
dangerous trend of jewelry store robberies by
thieves that cut electric power lines to disable
store security systems.

Continued on page 17

Continued on page 8
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INTRODUCING THE

HELLO,
NEW MAILBOXES
DIAMOND
DISTRICT

PARTNERSHIP
The end-to-end
line of drab, graffiti and
sticker-covered
mailboxes
The 47th Street Business Improvementdown 47th Street were
District was founded in 1997 by a
a depressing
sight for decades. Change came this
committed group of diamond and
jewelry merchants committed to
winter when
the
United States Post Office respondimproving New York City’s legendary
Diamond
District.
Today,
we are proud
ed to the
Diamond District’s
request for an upgrade.
to introduce a new beginning.
Soon it was out with old and in with our shiny new
Continued on page 2
mailboxes. These new models feature a smooth new
finish and a newly developed anti-graffiti coating
that makes graffiti and stickers easy to remove.
A SOLUTION FOR MEMO
Best of all, they make the street look cleaner and
FRAUD & DELINQUENT PAYERS?
more
up to date.
One of the most unique features of the diamond
industry is the practice of sending goods to retailers
and other dealers “on memo.” This practice allows
merchants to return unsold merchandise without
penalty or convert it into a purchase if and when
a buyer is found. However, every dealer should be
prepared for the inevitable memo transactions that
goes terribly wrong.

SCRUBBING THE 6TH AVENUE
SUBWAY STATIONS

DIAMOND DISTRICT
PARTNERSHIP JOINS NYC
BUSINESS LEADERS TO O
LEGISLATION TO INCREA
VENDOR LICENSES AND
EASE RESTRICTIONS

Illegal vending has long been pro
in the Diamond District. New law
would give unlicensed vendors fr
reign in the city, especially within
Diamond District, could prove to
step too far.
Continued on page 14

MAY 13TH SECURITY EVENT:

FIGHTING 21ST CENTURY CRIME
WITH 21ST CENTURY TECHNOLO

Join the Diamond District Partnership at a very
important security technology seminar to disc
some of today’s latest innovations in business
security and theft prevention technology.
Continued on page 16

Many consider the three subway station entrances
at the corners of 6th Avenue and 47th Street toWHAT’S INSIDE
WHAT’S INSIDE
be the front door to our district. A long series
In the News, pg. 4; Industry Spotlight, pg. 7; Industry Trends, pg. 8; Crime Section,
diamonddistrict.org
pg 10; DDC Arbitration Can Help Resolve Memo Fraud & Delinquent Payers pg. 14;
of interactions with the MTA about their dismal
Why is it Important?, pg. 16, Security Technology Seminar on May 13Th, pg. 19
condition is bearing results. Just in time for the
holidays, the MTA sent maintenance crews armed
with high-intensity power washers
to blast decades
NOVEMBER 2019
of gum and other gunk from the stairs and landings
that lead to and from the subway platforms and the
surrounding grade level sidewalks. Talks about other
major station improvements are underway.
Continued on page 14
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FRESH NEW PAINT FOR OUR
MEET GENERATION Z:
DISTRICT
FIRE HYDRANTS

THE ‘NEXT GREAT
Aesthetic
improvements often require attention
JEWELRY-BUYING
to areas
below
the radar of the average observer.
GENERATION’

47TH STREET WELCO
MANHATTAN BOROU
PRESIDENT GALE BRE
On October 10th, the Diamond District

Partnership was honored to host Manha
This was
the case when the Diamond District
Here come the millennials. And there
Borough President Gale Brewer as our g
they go. Get ready for the next big
for a tour of the district. According to a
Partnership
appealed to NYC officials to repaint
generation while they’re still kind of small.
article in City & State, Gale Brewer is Ne
Generation
Z
(Gen
Z)
ranges
in
age
from
City’s most popular elected official. But
47th Street’s six fire hydrants. Though unnoticed by
15 to 25. But with spending power already
didn’t need a magazine article to know
estimated
$163 billion this
year, they
most,anthe
hydrants
were
covered in graffiti, stickers
We simply had to meet her.
are a market force the diamond and jewelry
Continued on page 13
industries
cannot
afford
to
ignore.
and rust and contributed to the general sense of
Continued
on page 10 to eliminate. The effort paid off as
blight
we aimed
PLEASE NOTE: THE DIAMOND DISTRICT PARTNERSHIP ANNUAL
our newly painted hydrants take usMEETING
one step
closer
IS BEING
RESCHEDULED. THE NEW DATE IS TO BE DETERMIN
to a cleaner, neater environment for merchants
SAVE THE DATE:
ADAM SANDLER AND
and shoppers.

DIAMOND DISTRICT PARTNERSHIP
ANNUAL MEETING

DIAMOND DISTRICT
CO-STAR IN “UNCUT GE

43-years after West 47th Street took its first c
in the 1976 thriller Marathon Man, the Diamond D
will grace the big screen once again as the settin
“Uncut Gems.”

Thursday November 14, 2019, 9:00 A .M
at the Diamond Dealers Club, 50 W. 47TH Street
Image courtesy www.dailymail.co.uk
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Diamond District
Partnership News

DOWNLOAD OUR PRECIOUS
METAL PRICES APP
• Pay-Outs Of Up To 99%*
• Same Day Settlements & Wire Transfers
• One-stop shop for your precious metal needs

*Pay-outs of up to 98.5% when hand testing and up to 99% on melts.

ON-SITE IN THE DIAMOND
DISTRICT. COME WATCH!

One of the only precious metal reﬁners
in NYC with our own branded bars!
45 W 47th Street, New York, NY 10036
Call 212-398-1454 for a quote.

Reputable Metal Refiner Since 1985

www.mgsreﬁning.com

Learn From the Education Leader
for Gems & Jewelry
Gemological Institute of America® programs teach in-demand skills that can help advance
your career - from buying and selling gemstones to designing and making fine jewelry.

Upcoming 2020 Offerings at our NYC Campus Include:
Diamond Grading Lab Class
Jan 13-17
Feb 24-28

Graduate Gemologist
Jan 9-Jul 24
April 2-Oct 16

Graduate Diamonds
Mar 12-May 8
Apr 2-May 29

Learn more at

GIA.edu/school
Gemological Institute of America, Inc.
50 W 47th Street, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10036
T +1 800 366 8519 T +1 212 944 5900
E nyadmissions@gia.edu
GIA.edu
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A branch of GIA’s campus in Carlsbad.
Licensed by the New York State Education Department.
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Diamond District
Partnership News

TORAH CELEBRATION
November 12, 2019 was a historic and very memorable day for the 47th Street Diamond District family.
It’s the day the entire district welcomed the arrival of a new Torah scroll to its new home in the new Beth
Gavriel Diamond District synagogue located in 20 West 47th. The Torah scroll was commissioned by the
Elishayev family of SYU properties, and as per tradition, was celebrated by throngs of singing and dancing
celebrants of every persuasion. It was most significant for the diverse combination of participants—which
spanned from strictly Orthodox to secular Jews and many more of other faiths.

VETERANS DAY PARADE
The Diamond District is known its gold, silver, and white
diamonds, not to mention a whole lotta green. But on Veterans
Day each year, we’ve got plenty of red, white, and blue. Every
November, scores of Veterans Day parade watchers from the
Diamond District and everywhere beyond line up behind the
police barricades along 5th Avenue from 34th to 48th Streets,
to cheer the seemingly endless line of marchers. The crowds
may have been a bit larger this year as many arrived early to
glimpse President Trump zooming down 5th Avenue in his
presidential limousine to the parade stating point. We thank the
brave Women and Men of the armed services for their service
to our country and for protecting the liberties we all hold dear.

“THE PROFIT” COMES TO 47TH STREET
Following the Diamond District’s recent brush with
Hollywood stardom, as the backdrop for the new Adam Sandler
movie “Uncut Gems,” the district is heading to the small screen.
“Street of Dreams,” is a new CNBC series that explores “single
block” commercial industries and features Marcus Lemonis,
star of the popular CNBC Plus series “The Profit.” Last month,
a CNBC film crew spent a week on 47th Street to shoot the
series premier, which profiles the Diamond District. Stay tuned
for more information about when the Diamond District episode
is scheduled to air.
diamonddistrict.org
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Crime Report

LA Arrest Takes $15M in Counterfeit
Brand Name Jewelry Off the Street
LA Police have arrested Moossa Lari,
owner of a jewelry distribution company
in the downtown Los Angeles jewelry
district, for allegedly selling counterfeit
jewelry and felony trademark violation.
In collaboration with the FBI, Homeland Security Investigations and Custom
Border Protection, LAPD inspectors
conducted several undercover buys and
surveillance operations before seizing about $58,000 in
cash and over $15 million in counterfeit jewelry.
According to LA police, the counterfeit jewelry
pieces recovered included fake Hermes, Gucci, Chanel,
Louis Vuitton, Rolex, Michael Kors, Cartier, Tiffany Co.,
YSL, Dior, Calvin Klein, Guess, Van Cleef and Bvlgari pieces.
SOURCE: INSTORE

Paramedic Jailed of Cutting Diamond
Ring Off Dead Patient’s Finger
An Arkansas paramedic is in
jail for allegedly cutting a 1.7-carat
diamond ring from the finger of a
deceased woman’s finger and
selling it at a pawnshop.
According to police, Lisa Darlene
Glaze, 50, cut off a single marquis
cut diamond ring with a gold band
from the hand Gloria Robinson, who was pronounced dead
after a medical emergency. Glaze was a first responder to
the emergency call.
When Robinson’s personal effects were given to her
sister and her husband, they noted three of Robinson’s
rings were missing. After two of the three rings were
recovered several days later, the family confronted Glaze
about the whereabouts of the missing third ring. According
to the deceased woman’s sister, Glaze simply walked away
without answering.
Investigators say Glaze sold the ring at an area pawn
shop for approximately $45. After identifying the ring,
which had been cut, and retrieving it from the pawnshop,
family members had it appraised, and determined its value
at nearly $8,000.
SOURCE: CBS local news; Arkansas Sentinel-Record

Stolen Ice Used to Fund ISIS
Last month, the U.S. Attorney’s
office in San Diego unsealed a 2017
indictment revealing that stolen
proceeds from a 2014 jewelry store
robbery in Canada were used to
fund the terrorist group ISIS.
According to the indictment,
Abdullahi Ahmed Abdullahi
conspired with several Canadian and U.S. citizens to
finance the travels of Douglas McCain, an American
citizen known to have died fighting for ISIS.
After committing an armed robbery at jewelry store in
Edmonton, Alberta with two other individuals, Abdullahi
wired $30,000 to McCain, presumably to finance his travels.
Further evidence alleged in the indictment includes an
email message Abdullahi sent his alleged coconspirator
informing him of a delay in sending the money “due to the
difficulties in pawning the jewelry he stole in the January
2014 armed robbery of the Edmonton jewelry store.”
John Kennedy, president of the Jewelers’ Security
Alliance, in an interview with Rob Yates of JCK, says this
case may be the first of its kind. According to Kennedy,
while U.S. officials have long voiced concerns about jewelry
thefts being perpetrated to fund terrorism, this is the first
case in North America of a direct tie to a terror group.
This possibility, said Kennedy, motivated the FBI and
local law enforcement to dramatically increase their
interest in jewelry related crimes after 9/11.
SOURCE: Rob Bates for JCK

GPS Jewelry Tracker Sinks
Sledgehammer Trio
Along with piles of
jewelry and diamonds
grabbed from a shattered display case in
a Minnesota jewelry
store, a trio of sledgehammer-wielding thieves also grabbed a GPS tracker that
allowed law enforcement to find them.
According to police, the three men entered the store
armed with sledgehammers, told employees and customers to get on the ground, and threatened to injure anyone
who didn’t comply. The men then used the sledgehammers
to break display cases and take jewelry.
Prosecutors say the people who were present described
being “in fear for my life,” “petrified” and “scared to death.”
Store employees reported to police that the previous day
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a man had come into the store asking to see a “bridal set
in the dollar range of $15,000 to $18,000.” According to
the employees’ account, the man had asked about diamonds
kept in a vault, and “appeared to be counting the number
of display cases, familiarizing himself with the layout of
the store.”
Authorities say they were able to track down the
suspects using the GPS tracking device that was taken
in the robbery. Marquell Lamar Evans, 28; Trevon Shukur
Edwards, 19; and Antoine Devell Scott, 26; are all charged
with felony aggravated robbery.

Thieves Bust Through Barbershop
Wall to Rob Next Door Jewelry Store
An audacious heist
captured on surveillance
video shows a pair of masked
burglars crawling into a jewelry
store in London through a hole
smashed through the brick wall
in a neighboring barbershop.
According to the store owner, the men broke into the
barbershop next door and smashed through the wall in
order to avoid the shop’s reinforced front door. Footage
shows two men wearing hoodies and white masks slide
open the cabinet door and slither out. Then, crawling and
sliding across the floor, presumably to avoid triggering the
security alarm, head to displays containing quantities of
gold valued in excess of £300,000 ($385,000).
Parts of the footage show the burglars carefully passing
gold jewelry to his accomplice. In later footage, the burglars
are seen grabbing fistfuls of jewelry while crawling on the
floor amid piles of broken display case glass. They are last
seen crawling back through the hole in the wall to the
barbershop and into a waiting getaway car.
The shopkeeper Raj, 44, who runs the store with his
wife, told the Standard: “All of my earnings in 15 years
have gone. It’s the worst thing to happen to me.”
SOURCE: The Evening Standard

Dancing Jewel
Thief Pockets
$23,000 Diamond
A brazen diamond robber
struck a pose for surveillance
cameras when he entered
Jared’s jewelry store in
(Image courtesy of Southlake
Department of Public Safety)
Southlake, Texas, then gave
owners the slip by pretending to drop a 2.51-carat stone,
diamonddistrict.org

which he actually pocketed before shimmying out the
front door.
In two hours leading up to the heist, the suspect was
spotted in a different area jewelry store. He identified
himself as Wayne Johnson and asked to see several gems.
A suspicious employee called police. “Mr. Johnson” told
responding officers that he was a rapper from Lubbock
and left empty-handed.
Upon entering the Jared store a short time later, the
suspect was caught on surveillance camera walking into
the store and doing a dance by the front door. This time
he identified himself as Derrick Edwards and asked to see
several diamonds.
Moments after store employees showed the suspect
a 2.51-carat jewel, he sent them scrambling when he announced that he had dropped diamond. As they searched,
the suspect slipped out the door. The diamond was never
recovered, and police suspect he pocketed it before fleeing.
The man was described as in his early 20s, black, skinny
and about 6 feet tall, with an athletic build. The diamond
was engraved 1325459268 and is reportedly worth
about $23,000.

Two Thieves Swipe $9,000 Engagement
Ring from Midtown Manhattan Jeweler
Two suspects acted
together when they entered
Kay Jewelers located on
West 34th Street. As one
of the men struck up a
conversation with store
personnel, the other
pocketed the ring and
both left the store. Anyone with information in regard to
this incident is asked to call the NYPD’s Crime Stoppers
Hotline at 1-800-577- 8477.
SOURCE: NYPD

50-carat Diamond Disappears During
International Jewelry Show
A 50-carat diamond valued at $1.84 million diamond
was stolen during a jewelry show in Yokohama, Japan.
Police reported that the exhibit case in which the diamond
had been kept was found unlocked. They believe it was
stolen during the final hours of a three-day jewelry show.
The diamond was the only item reported stolen from the
show. So far, no arrests have been made.
SOURCE: Associated Press
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